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BACKGROUND

[0001] A photoplethysmogram ("PPG") is an optically obtained volumetric measurement of an organ (an optical plethysmogram). Photoplethysmography can be used in wearable activity monitors, medical equipment or other systems to optically detect blood volume changes in blood vessels to monitor blood flow, blood content, respiration rate and other circulatory conditions, where the intensity of back scattered light correlates to the amount of blood volume. PPG signals can be obtained in a number of different ways, including assessing absorption of light transmitted through, or reflected from, a patient's skin. A light source at a particular wavelength (typically, red, infrared or green) directs light toward the patient's skin. A photodiode or other optical sensor generates the PPG signal indicating the measured light absorption (transmission) or reflection, and changes in the PPG signal can be used to detect the pulse rate of the patient's heart. PPG based heart rate estimation during motion is difficult, as motion artifacts show up in the PPG signal. The motion artifacts are caused due to hemodynamic effects, tissue deformation, and sensor movement relative to the skin. Motion compensation techniques have been proposed to remove the motion component in the PPG signal using information from an external sensor reference, such as an accelerometer. Some approaches use spectrum subtraction to first remove the spectrum of the acceleration data from that of the PPG signal before heart rate estimation. Another motion compensation approach uses compressed sensing techniques combined with signal decomposition for de-noising and spectral tracking. The PPG signal fidelity can be further improved using normalized least means squares (NLMS) and non-coherent combination in the frequency domain.

SUMMARY

[0002] Disclosed examples include heart rate monitor systems and methods to estimate a patient's heart rate. PPG sample values representing transmission or reflection of a light signal in the patient during a time window are filtered and motion compensated. A gain value is computed for individual segments of the time window using the motion compensated values, and the gain values are applied to the motion compensated values associated with the corresponding segments.
A heart rate estimate value representing the patient heart rate is determined according to the
frequency content of the adjusted values.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0003] FIG. 1 is a partial schematic diagram of a system to measure reflected light from a
patient's skin for estimating the patient heart rate.

[0004] FIG. 2 is a detailed schematic diagram of an example heart rate estimation system using
digital automatic gain control after motion compensation and before Fourier transformation.

[0005] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a heart rate estimation example for processing a single
light signal in the system of FIGS. 1 and 2.

[0006] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a multi-channel heart rate estimation example with gain
adjusted samples combined before Fourier transformation in the system of FIGS. 1 and 2.

[0007] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of another multi-channel heart rate estimation example
with gain adjusted samples combined and provided for further gain adjustment and Fourier
transformation in the system of FIGS. 1 and 2.

[0008] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a further multi-channel heart rate estimation example
with motion compensated samples combined for subsequent gain adjustment and Fourier
transformation in the system of FIGS. 1 and 2.

[0009] FIG. 7 is a flow diagram of a method to estimate a heart rate of a patient.

[0010] FIG. 8 is a diagram of a PPG signal including motion artifacts.

[0011] FIG. 9 is a diagram of a frequency spectrum of the PPG signal of FIG. 8 showing a peak
value that does not represent the actual patient heart rate.

[0012] FIG. 10 is a diagram of a gain adjusted signal obtained by digital automatic gain
adjustment of the PPG signal of FIG. 8.

[0013] FIG. 11 is a diagram of a frequency spectrum of the gain adjusted signal of FIG. 10
showing a peak value near the actual patient heart rate.

[0014] FIG. 12 is a diagram of another example PPG signal.

[0015] FIG. 13 is a diagram of a frequency spectrum of the PPG signal of FIG. 12 showing a
peak value that does not represent the actual patient heart rate.

[0016] FIG. 14 is a diagram of a gain adjusted signal obtained by digital automatic gain
adjustment of the PPG signal of FIG. 2.
FIG. 15 is a diagram of a frequency spectrum of the gain adjusted signal of FIG. 14 showing a peak value near the actual patient heart rate.

FIG. 16 is a diagram showing segments of a first time window for heart rate determination using the system of FIGS. 1 and 2.

FIG. 17 is a diagram of a PPG signal showing two example segments and application of corresponding gain values to blocks beginning and ending at or adjacent to zero crossings of the PPG signal using the system of FIGS. 1 and 2.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS

In the drawings, like reference numerals refer to like elements throughout, and the various features are not necessarily drawn to scale.

Referring initially to FIGS. 1 and 2, FIG. 1 shows a wearable heart rate monitor system 100 to measure reflected light from the skin of a patient 120 to determine a heart rate estimate (HRE) value. FIG. 2 shows further details of the heart rate estimation system 100 using digital automatic gain control (DAGC) following motion compensation processing and before frequency analysis. The example system 100 is shown in FIG. 1 adjacent to a patient wrist for reflective PPG monitoring, and uses reflected light measurement techniques with one or more light sources (e.g., LED(s)) 102 and one or more optical sensors (e.g., photo diode(s)) 104. The light source 102 and the optical sensor 104 are disposed along a common plane in this example. Coplanarity of the light source 102 and the sensor 104 is not required in all implementations. In other examples, transmission configurations are possible, with a light source and a light sensor disposed on opposite sides of a patient's finger or other portions of a patient's body to assess light transmission and/or absorption for determining patient heart rate. The light source 102 in FIG. 1 directs a first light signal 121 toward the skin of the patient 120. The first light signal 121 in this example is reflected in the patient 120 with some measure of absorption, and a reflected second light signal 122 is generated. The optical sensor 104 detects the second light signal 122 from the patient 120.

In this example, the sensor 104 generates an analog PPG signal 105 that represents reflection of the first light signal 121 in the patient 120. In other examples (not shown) where the sensor 104 and the source 102 are on opposite sides of the patient's finger, the sensor 104 provides a PPG signal 105 that represents transmission or absorption of light through the patient. In one example, a single light source 102 and a single optical sensor 104 are used. The example of FIG. 2 includes multiple LED light sources 102a-102c providing corresponding first light signals 121 at different
wavelengths. The first light source 102a in this example provides infrared (TR) light 121, the second source 102b provides red light 121, and the third optical source 121c provides green light 121.

[0022] The system 100 further includes an analog front end (AFE) circuit 106. One or more optical sensors 104 receive the second light signal 122, and provide one or PPG signals 105 to the AFE circuit 106. The AFE circuit 106 includes: any suitable analog signal conditioning circuitry (not shown) to receive and condition the PPG signal or signals 105; and an analog to digital converter (ADC) 200. The ADC 200 samples the PPG signal 105 and generates a plurality of digital PPG sample values 107 in a first time window for use in estimating the patient heart rate corresponding to the time window. Example signals and corresponding first time windows W1 are illustrated and described below in connection with FIGS. 8, 10, 12 and 14-17. The system 100 in one example operates in continuous fashion to continually monitor received PPG signals 105 and to estimate the patient heart rate based on an integer number of samples in individual ones of a series of multiple time windows W to yield a heart rate estimate (FIRE) value corresponding to the individual time windows W.

[0023] The ADC 200 operates at a fixed or adjustable sample rate, and the time windows in certain examples include a sufficient number of samples to characterize the PPG signal 105 over multiple heartbeats of the patient 120. For example, the length of the time windows W in one example is on the order of 8-10 seconds. As discussed further below, the system 100 partitions the individual time windows W into an integer number of segments S for digital automatic gain control (AGC) in the digital domain, and in certain examples applies computed gain values K2 individual blocks B associated with individual ones of the segments S. The size of the segments S is preferably large enough to include more than one heartbeat of the patient 120, for example, 2 seconds. The segments S in one example have equal length, but other embodiments can have segments of different lengths. Where used, the gain application blocks B begin and end at or adjacent to a zero crossing of the PPG signal 105, and usually will not strictly align with the corresponding segments S.

[0024] The AFE circuit 106 in FIG. 2 also includes an analog automatic gain control (AGC) circuit 202 to adjust the gain of the signal 105 converted by the ADC circuit 200. In certain examples, the AGC circuit 202 receives the signal or signals 105 and dynamically adjusts an input buffer amplifier gain to provide a signal for conversion by the ADC circuit 200. In some
examples, as discussed further below, the analog AGC circuit 202 may also receive an external
control signal or value used to set the gain for conversion of the PPG signal or signals 105 based on
digital automatic gain control (DAGC) operation in the digital domain on previously received
samples. Also, the system 100 may include an accelerometer 112 providing a signal 113 to the
processor 108.

[0025] The ADC circuit 200 provides digital sample values 107 of the PPG signal to a processor
108 circuit and an associated electronic memory 210 for digital processing to estimate the patient
heart rate. The processor circuit 108 can be any suitable digital logic circuit, programmable or
pre-programmed, such as an ASIC, microprocessor, microcontroller, FPGA, etc. that operates to
execute program instructions stored in the electronic memory 210 to implement the features and
functions described herein and other associated tasks to implement a monitor system 100. In
certain examples, moreover, the memory circuit 210 can be included within the processor circuit
108. The processor 108 in the examples of FIGS. 1 and 2 includes an interface connection 109 to
a user interface (UI) 110, such as a display (not shown). In certain examples, the memory 103
constitutes a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium that stores computer-executable
instructions that, when executed by the processor 108, perform the various features and functions
detailed herein.

[0026] In the example of FIG. 2, the processor 108 implements instructions corresponding to
various functions or components 212-220 in the memory 210, including a filter component
(bandpass filter or BPF) 212, a motion compensation component 214, a digital automatic gain
control (DAGC) component 216, a fast Fourier transform (FFT) component 218 and a heart rate
tracker (URT) component 220. In operation, the processor 108 implements the functional
components 212-220 operate on the received PPG samples 107 to provide a heart rate estimate
value (HRE) 221, which can then be provided to the user interface (UI) 110, such as a display to
render the HRE value 221 to the patient 120.

[0027] The processor 108 implements the filter component 212 to filter 706 the digital PPG
sample values 107 to generate a plurality of filtered values 213 corresponding to the first time
window W1. Low pass filtering can be provided by the component 212 to remove certain motion
artifacts or other low frequency components not related to the patient heart rate. In the illustrated
example, bandpass filtering is provided by processor execution of the component 212 to also
remove high-frequency noise components. The processor 108 in this example performs motion
compensation processing on the filtered values 213 to generate a plurality of motion compensated values 215 corresponding to the first time window W1. In one example, the motion compensation component 214 implements any suitable motion compensation algorithms or processing, including spectrum subtraction, compressed sensing with signal decomposition, and/or normalized least means squared (NLMS) processing.

[0028] Following motion compensation, the processor 108 provides digital domain automatic gain adjustment or automatic gain control processing by implementing the component 216 on the motion compensated values 215. The gain adjustment processing via the component 216 operates on segments S of the motion compensated data samples for the current time window W, including computation of a gain value Ki corresponding to each individual segment S. In one example, the time window W is 8 seconds, including four segments S1-S4 of 2 seconds each, with each segment S including an integer number N samples. The processor 108 in one example computes four gain values Ki (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) individually corresponding to the segments S1-S4 using the motion compensated values 215, in order to promote average power across the segments S1-S4 of the current time window W. The processor 108 in this example applies the individual gain values Ki to the motion compensated values 215 of four blocks B individually associated with the segments S1-S4 to generate a plurality of adjusted values 217 for the corresponding time window W. And in one example, the gain values K are applied to the corresponding samples by multiplication. In another example, the processor 108 applies the gain values K to the sampled data using binary bit shifting to generate the adjusted values 217. As discussed further below in connection with FIGS. 16 and 17, at least some of the individual blocks B begin and end at or adjacent to a zero crossing of the motion compensated values 215 in certain examples.

[0029] After the gain adjustment processing has been implemented using the component 216, the processor 108 implements the FFT component 218 and the HRT component 220 to determine the heart rate estimate HRE value 221 representing the heart rate of the patient 120 for the time window W according to the frequency content of the adjusted values 217. In one example, the processor computes the frequency content of the adjusted values 217 using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm via the instructions of the component 218 to generate a frequency spectrum including frequency component values 219. The processor 108 implements the heart rate tracking component 220 in this example to determine the HRE value 221 according to a discernible peak in the frequency spectrum data 219.
Referring also to FIGS. 3-6, FIG. 3 illustrates the digital domain processing for a single PPG light signal 105 in the system 100 of FIGS. 1 and 2 as described above. In other examples, alterable light signals 105 can be processed using the components 212-220, for example, based on first light signals 121 generated by light sources 102 of different wavelengths (such as infrared or IR, red, green, etc.). The system 100 in this example may include a corresponding set of multiple optical sensors (e.g., photodiodes) 104, each receiving a corresponding light signal 122 and generating a corresponding second analog PPG signal 105 representing transmission or reflection in the patient 120. For example, the first optical sensor 104 detects the second light signal 122 representing transmission or reflection of the first light signal 121 from the first light source 102a, and the processor 108 operates on sampled values in a first signal processing chain associated with the first wavelength. For an additional light source 102b and an associated second optical sensor 104, the analog PPG signal 105 corresponds to a detected fourth light signal 122 representing transmission or reflection of a third light signal from the second source 102b, and the processor 108 forms filtering and motion compensation (and possibly gain adjustment) in a second digital signal processing chain. FIG. 4 shows an example of the digital processing in the system 100 with an integer number j digital signal processing channels corresponding to j PPG sample sets PPG1, PPG2, .. PPGj. In this example, the processor 108 performs filtering, motion compensation and gain adjustment processing via the components 212, 214 and 216 for each of the individual signal channels in the digital domain. The gain adjusted samples 217 are then combined by the processor 108, symbolized by a summation component 400 and FIG. 4 to generate a plurality of combined adjusted values 402. The processor 108 then performs FFT processing 218 and heart rate tracking processing 220 to determine the HRE value 221.

Another multiple signal example is shown in FIG. 5, in which the individual signal channel processing includes bandpass filtering 212, motion compensation 214 and digital automatic gain control processing 216. In this case, the processor 108 combines the gain adjusted samples 217 using the summation component 400, and these combined values 402 are provided to a further (e.g., combined) digital automatic gain control component 500. The processor 108 again implements digital gain adjustment via the component 500, in similar fashion to the individual channel gain adjustment processing components 216, in order to compute gain values for individual segments S of the combined data 402, and to apply the individual gain values two blocks associated with the segments S. The resulting combined, gain adjusted values 502 undergo
FFT processing 218 to generate the frequency spectrum data 219, and the heart rate tracker component 220 determines the HRE value 221 according to the frequency spectrum data 219.

[0032] FIG. 6 illustrates another multi-channel heart rate estimation example in the system 100. In this case, the individual channel data PPG1, PPG2, ... PPGj undergoes filtering and motion compensation processing via the components 212 and 214. The resulting sets of motion compensated values 215 are then combined by a summation component 600 to generate combined motion compensated values 602. The processor 108 performs digital automatic gain compensation processing via a component 604 on the combined motion compensated values 602 to generate gain adjusted value 606. In this example, the processor 108 then generates the frequency spectrum data 219 using the FFT processing 218, and determines the HRE value 221 according to the frequency spectrum data 219 using the HRT component 220.

[0033] FIG. 7 shows the an example process or method 700 to estimate a patient heart rate. The method 700 can be implemented in any suitable processing system in which digital automatic gain control processing for gain adjustment processing is performed on digital samples following motion compensation, and before frequency analysis. In one example, the processor 108 of the system 100 is programmed by instructions in the memory 210 to implement the method 700. In other implementations, the process 700 can be implemented in a general purpose computer (not shown), in a medical equipment processor, or other processing circuit or system. At 702 in FIG. 7, one or more analog light signals are received. In certain examples, accelerometer signals can be received at 702. At 704, digital samples are obtained of the analog PPG signal over a corresponding first time window W, for example, using an ADC circuit 200 as described above. At 706, the digital PPG samples of the window W are filtered, for example, by execution of digital filtering program instructions 212 by the processor 108 described above. At 708, the filtered samples are compensated for motion. In one example, the motion compensation at 708 is implemented using NLMS adaptive filtering or other suitable algorithm by processor execution of the compensation component instructions 214 above.

[0034] The method 700 further includes gain adjustment processing at 710 and 712, including computing a gain value at 710 for individual segments of the motion compensated data within the time window to promote equalization of average power across the segments. The individual gain values are applied to blocks beginning and ending with a zero crossing is near the original segment boundaries. At 714, frequency domain spectrum data is computed or otherwise obtained for the
first time window using FFT or other suitable frequency analysis processing. A heart rate estimate value (HRE) is then determined at 716 for the time window according to a discernible peak in the frequency spectrum data.

[0035] In certain implementations, the method 700 further includes adjusting the segment size according to a most recent HRE value 221. For example, a newly determined HRE value 221 can indicate a relatively low heart rate for the patient 120. In this case, the processor 108 in the system 100 can automatically increase the segment size at 718 in FIG. 7 to enhance the number of samples obtained for each heartbeat. In another case, the most recently determined HRE value 221 can indicate a very high heart rate, in which case the processor 108 can reduce the segment size at 718 so that, for example, only one or two heart rate cycles are in the segment so that the FFT can do a better job to estimate the average heart rate.

[0036] In certain examples, the process 700 further includes adjusting an analog gain control circuit at 720 (e.g., AGC 202 coupled with the ADC 200 in FIG. 2) at least partially according to the computed gain values $K_i$ for the individual segments $S$ corresponding to the time window $W$. In this manner, the processor 108 uses the information obtained during the digital gain adjustment processing 216 to feedback a gain adjustment control to the AFE circuit 106.

[0037] FIGS. 8-15 illustrate example PPG waveforms and signals to illustrate operation of the system 100 and processing according to the method 700 described above. Digital automatic gain control (DAGC) before FFT processing provides certain advantages in assessing heart rate based on PPG signals. This signal processing order is in contrast to communications based digital signal processing, in which any digital gain control processing is usually performed immediately after analog to digital conversion, and before any further signal processing, in order to maximize signal bit resolution. In heart rate spectral peak estimation and tracking, performance improvements are obtained if the DAGC is placed after the motion compensation algorithms (e.g., NLMS) and before FFT as in the above-described system 100 and method 700. In heart rate monitoring systems, when the patient is at rest (e.g., no motion) the PPG signal can be assessed by simply counting zero crossings, peaks or valleys to determine the heart rate.

[0038] Patient motion can introduce additive and/or multiplicative motion artifacts, which appear in the PPG signal. For example, if the optical heart rate system 100 is loose on the patient 120, and moves relative to the patient’s skin when the patient 120 is in motion, the motion artifact effect on the PPG signal is multiplicative. Motion by the patient can cause additive motion
artifacts to appear in the PPG signal in cases where the sensor system 100 is firmly mounted to the patient 120. Additive components result in new peaks in the spectral signature while the multiplicative effects result in spectral spreading of the heart rate signature i.e., presence of new peaks (multiplication in the time domain is convolution in the frequency domain). As shown in FIGS. 8-15, the system 100 and method 700 can be advantageously employed to enhance the accuracy of the heart rate estimate value 221.

[0039] FIG. 8 is a graph including a PPG signal waveform 802 after motion compensation processing over a first time window W1 having a length of 8 seconds. The waveform 802 represents an integer number digital samples, although the curve 802 appears continuous in the drawing. The time window W1 is divided into four segments S1-S4 of 2 seconds each. The PPG signal 802 in this example includes segments S1 and S3 in which the signal amplitude is substantially larger than in the other segments S2 and S4. A graph 900 and FIG. 9 shows a frequency spectrum 902 corresponding to the PPG signal 802 of FIG. 8. As shown in FIG. 9, the highest peak in the frequency spectrum 902 is below 100 beats per minute (bpm), whereas the true heart rate obtained in this example through ECG is at a much higher rate of approximately 140 bpm. A graph 1000 in FIG. 10 shows a gain adjusted waveform 1002 representing gain compensation via the DAGC component 216 using segment gain values K1, K2, K3 and K4 computed to promote average power across the plurality of segments S1-S4 in the time window W1. FIG. 11 provides a graph 1100 showing a frequency spectrum 1102 corresponding to the gain adjusted samples of FIG. 10. The spectrum 1102 in FIG. 11 includes a highest peak generally corresponding to the true patient heart rate, and the local maxima at approximately 90 bpm has been reduced. As shown in FIGS. 8-11, the digital domain gain adjustment advantageously improves the accuracy of the heart rate estimation system 100.

[0040] FIGS. 12-15 illustrate another example, in which the accuracy of the HRE value 221 is improved by digital automatic gain control following motion compensation processing. A graph 1200 in FIG. 12 shows a waveform 1202 representing digital samples of a PPG signal obtained in an 8 second time window W1 that includes four segments S1-S4. In this example, after motion compensation processing, the data 1202 in the third segment S3 has a significantly larger amplitude than in the other segments S1, S2 and S4. A graph 1300 and FIG. 13 shows a frequency spectrum 1302 corresponding to the time domain PPG signal 1202 of FIG. 12. In this case, the highest peak in the spectrum 1302 is at a significantly lower frequency than the true (ECG-based)
patient heart rate. A graph 1400 and FIG. 14 shows a gain adjusted PPG curve 1402 corresponding to gain adjusted samples (e.g., samples 217 in FIG. 2). The digital gain adjustment processing via the component 216 in this case has evened out the amplitude deviations between the segments S1-S4 compared to the original curve 1202 in FIG. 12. FIG. 15 provides a graph 1500 showing the resulting frequency spectrum curve 1502 corresponding to the gain adjusted time domain curve 1402. As shown in FIG. 15, the highest peak in the frequency spectrum 1502 is very close to the actual patient heart rate.

[0041] As shown in FIGS. 8, 9, 12 and 13 above, an FFT or other frequency domain analysis performed on a window W of the PPG samples 107 does not ensure accurate representation of the true patient heart rate based on the maximum peak in the spectrum, even if traditional motion compensation processing is performed before frequency domain analysis. In practice, motion compensation processing alone may not minimize the motion induced spectral peaks, and the maximum peak may not always correspond to the correct heart rate even after motion compensation processing. In particular, performing the heart rate estimate on a fairly large set of data in a relatively long time window W theoretically improves averaging in the frequency domain and thus promotes a more accurate heart rate estimate. However, FIGS. 8-15 show that high variance within segments of the time window W can lead to dominance in the FFT response by the segment of data with higher variance. This variance discrepancy, in turn, can lead to inaccuracies in the estimated value of the patient heart rate.

[0042] The system 100 and the process 700 described above these problems by intelligent placement of the DAGC component 216 in the signal processing chain after motion compensation processing 214 and before FFT processing and heart rate tracking 218, 220. In particular, performing digital domain gain adjustment after any provided motion compensation processing, and before the FFT processing helps to ensure that the input to the FFT component 218 has an approximately constant variance, thus minimizing the distortion due to both movement of the sensor system 100 relative to the patient's body 120 (multiplicative motion artifacts) and additive motion artifacts associated with patient motion.

[0043] Moreover, referring also to FIGS. 16 and 17, the digital automatic gain control processing in certain examples is performed based on zero crossings to avoid or mitigate introduction of high-frequency noise into the signal chain. FIG. 16 illustrates an example first time window W1 with four segments S1-S4 of generally equal length. FIG. 17 shows a portion of
a motion compensated sample data curve 1700 for the first two segments S1 and S2, each including an integer number N samples. In this example, each of the segments S1 and S2 starts with a non-zero sample value. Applying a non-unity gain value K to either of these segments S1 or S2 would cause a discontinuity in the sample values, and thus introduce high-frequency noise into the gain adjustment process. This undesired additional frequency content, moreover, could further exacerbate inaccuracies in the frequency domain determination of the heart rate estimate value 221. In one example, the processor 108 implements the DAGC processing 216 on N samples associated with each segment S1-S4 of the motion compensated data samples 215 for a given time window W. The processor 108 initially computes the variance Varppgcomp of the data as shown by the following equations (1):

\[ a_{\text{motioncomp}} = \sum_{k=1}^{N} PPG_{\text{motioncomp}}(k) \]
\[ Var_{ppgcomp} = \sum_{k=1}^{N} |PPG_{\text{motioncomp}}(k) - \mu_{\text{motioncomp}}|^2 \]  

(1)

[0044] In one example, the variance may be approximated according to the following equation (2), particularly where suitable front end filtering is performed in the AFE circuit 106 and/or by the digital filtering component 212:

\[ y_{a_{ppgcomp}} = \sum_{k=1}^{N} |PPG_{\text{motioncomp}}(k)|^2 \]  

(2)

[0045] In this example, the processor 108 computes a scale factor \( K_{na \_ie} \) for each of the segments capital S1-S4 according to a predetermined target variance value \( \text{targetVariance} \), using the following equation (3):

\[ K_{\text{scale}} = \sqrt{\frac{\text{targetVariance}}{Var_{ppgcomp}}} \]  

(3)

[0046] The processor 108 then multiplies the data values of a block B corresponding to the associated segment S by the scale factor \( K_{na \_ie} \) to generate the gain adjusted sample values 217. In some embodiments, the computed gain values can be applied using Boolean shifting left or right instead of a multiplicative scaling, for example, using the following equation (4) to determine a shift amount (number of bits) and a shift direction:
\[ K_{\text{shift}} = \text{round} \left( 0.5 \cdot \log_2 \left( \frac{\text{targetVariance}}{\text{Var}_{\text{ppgcomp}}} \right) \right) \] 

(4)

[0047] In this example, \( K_{\text{shift}} \) is a power of 2 scale factor which corresponds to either binary left shifts of the motion compensated data 215 when \( K_{\text{shift}} \) is positive, or to binary right shifts when \( K_{\text{shift}} \) is negative.

[0048] As further shown in FIG. 17, the application of the computed gain values \( K \), whether implemented through multiplication or the shifting, can be done based on blocks B that begin and end at samples including or adjacent to zero crossings in the sampled motion compensated data 215. The processor 108 in these examples determines block boundaries based on the zero crossing to the segment boundaries. In various implementations, the closest positive going zero crossings can be used, or the closest negative going zero crossings, or simply the closest zero crossings. As shown in FIG. 17, a first scaling factor or gain value \( K_1 \) is computed for the first segment SI, and the scaling factor \( K_1 \) is applied to a corresponding block B1 that begins at the zero crossing closest to the beginning boundary of the segment SI, and the block B1 ends at the closest zero crossing after the end of the segment SI. The second illustrated block B2 begins at this same zero crossing, and ends at the closest zero crossing following the end of the second segment SI. This zero crossing based application of the computed gain values \( K \) prevents or mitigates sudden jumps or stepped changes in the data, and thus reduces or avoids generation of spectral distortion.

[0049] Referring again to FIG. 2, the system 100 in certain embodiments also employs feedback type gain adjustment of the AFE AGC circuit 202. In certain examples, the analog AGC circuit adjustment is also implemented at zero crossings of the analog PPG signal 105 to combat high frequency spectral distortion.

[0050] Modifications are possible in the described embodiments, and other embodiments are possible, within the scope of the claims.
CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A heart rate monitor system to estimate a heart rate of a patient, comprising:

   a light source to direct a first light signal toward a patient;

   an optical sensor to detect a second light signal from the patient, and to generate an analog photoplethysmogram (PPG) signal representing transmission or reflection of the first light signal in the patient;

   an analog to digital converter to sample the PPG signal, and to generate a plurality of digital PPG sample values corresponding to a first time window; and

   a processor configured to:

   filter the digital PPG sample values to generate a plurality of filtered values corresponding to the first time window,

   perform motion compensation processing on the filtered values to generate a plurality of motion compensated values corresponding to the first time window,

   compute a gain value for individual segments of a plurality of segments corresponding to the first time window using the motion compensated values, the individual gain values being computed to promote average power across the plurality of segments,

   apply the individual gain values to the motion compensated values of blocks associated with the corresponding segments to generate a plurality of adjusted values corresponding to the first time window, and

   determine a heart rate estimate (HRE) value representing the heart rate of the patient for the first time window according to a frequency content of the adjusted values.

2. The heart rate monitor system of claim 1, wherein the processor is configured to compute the frequency content of the adjusted values using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm to generate a frequency spectrum, and to determine the FIRE value according to a discernible peak in the frequency spectrum.

3. The heart rate monitor system of claim 1, wherein at least some of the individual blocks begin and end at or adjacent to a zero crossing of the motion compensated values.

4. The heart rate monitor system of claim 1, further comprising:

   a second light source to direct a third light signal toward the patient; and
a second optical sensor to detect a fourth light signal from the patient, and to generate a second analog PPG signal representing transmission or reflection of the third light signal in the patient;

wherein the analog to digital converter samples the second PPG signal, and generates a plurality of second digital PPG sample values corresponding to the first time window; and

wherein the processor is configured to:

filter the second digital PPG sample values to generate a plurality of second filtered values corresponding to the first time window,

perform motion compensation processing on the second filtered values to generate a plurality of second motion compensated values corresponding to the first time window,

compute a second gain value for the individual segments using the second motion compensated values to promote average power across the plurality of segments,

apply the individual second gain values to the second motion compensated values of second blocks associated with the corresponding segments to generate a plurality of second adjusted values corresponding to the first time window,

combine the plurality of adjusted values with the plurality of second adjusted values to generate a plurality of combined adjusted values, and

determine the HRE value for the first time window according to a frequency content of the combined adjusted values.

5. The heart rate monitor system of claim 1, further comprising:

a second light source to direct a third light signal toward the patient;
a second optical sensor to detect a fourth light signal from the patient, and to generate a second analog PPG signal representing transmission or reflection of the third light signal in the patient;

wherein the analog to digital converter samples the second PPG signal, and generates a plurality of second digital PPG sample values corresponding to the first time window; and

wherein the processor is configured to:

filter the second digital PPG sample values to generate a plurality of second filtered values corresponding to the first time window,

perform motion compensation processing on the second filtered values to generate a plurality of second motion compensated values corresponding to the first time window,
combine the plurality of motion compensated values with the plurality of second motion compensated values to generate a plurality of combined motion compensated values,

compute a second gain value for the individual segments to promote average power across the plurality of segments using the combined motion compensated values,

apply the individual second gain values to the combined motion compensated values of the blocks associated with the corresponding segments to generate the plurality of adjusted values corresponding to the first time window, and

determine the HRE value for the first time window according to a frequency content of the adjusted values.

6. The heart rate monitor system of claim 1, wherein the processor is configured to apply the gain values to the motion compensated values using binary bit shifting to generate the adjusted values.

7. The heart rate monitor system of claim 1, wherein the processor is configured to selectively adjust a size of the segments according to the HRE value for the first time window.

8. The heart rate monitor system of claim 1, wherein the processor is configured to selectively adjust an analog gain control circuit coupled with the analog to digital converter at least partially according to the computed gain values for the individual segments corresponding to the first time window.

9. The heart rate monitor system of claim 8, wherein the processor is configured to selectively adjust the analog gain control circuit at or adjacent to a zero crossing of the PPG signal.

10. A method to estimate a heart rate of a patient, the method comprising:

filtering digital photoplethysmogram (PPG) sample values representing transmission or reflection of a light signal in a patient during a first time window to generate a plurality of filtered values corresponding to the first time window;

performing motion compensation processing on the filtered values to generate a plurality of motion compensated values corresponding to the first time window;

computing a gain value for individual segments of a plurality of segments corresponding to the first time window using the motion compensated values to promote average power across the plurality of segments;
applying the individual gain values to the motion compensated values of blocks associated with the corresponding segments to generate a plurality of adjusted values corresponding to the first time window; and
determining a heart rate estimate (HRE) value representing the heart rate of the patient for the first time window according to a frequency content of the adjusted values.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein at least some of the individual blocks begin and end at or adjacent to a zero crossing of the motion compensated values.

12. The method of claim 10, comprising applying the gain values to the motion compensated values using binary bit shifting to generate the adjusted values.

13. The method of claim 10, comprising selectively adjusting a size of the segments according to the HRE value for the first time window.

14. The method of claim 10, comprising selectively adjusting an analog gain control circuit used to sample the digital PPG sample values at least partially according to the computed gain values for the individual segments corresponding to the first time window.

15. The method of claim 14, comprising selectively adjusting the analog gain control circuit at or adjacent to a zero crossing of the PPG signal.

16. A non-transitory computer readable medium, comprising executable instructions for estimating a heart rate of a patient, that when executed by a processor, cause the processor to:

filter digital photoplethysmogram (PPG) sample values representing transmission or reflection of a light signal in a patient during a first time window to generate a plurality of filtered values corresponding to the first time window;

perform motion compensation processing on the filtered values to generate a plurality of motion compensated values corresponding to the first time window;

compute a gain value for individual segments of a plurality of segments corresponding to the first time window using the motion compensated values to promote average power across the plurality of segments;

apply the individual gain values to the motion compensated values of blocks associated with the corresponding segments to generate a plurality of adjusted values corresponding to the first time window; and

determine a heart rate estimate (HRE) value representing the heart rate of the patient for the first time window according to a frequency content of the adjusted values.
17. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 16, wherein at least some of the individual blocks begin and end at or adjacent to a zero crossing of the motion compensated values.

18. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 16, comprising further executable instructions for applying the gain values to the motion compensated values using binary bit shifting to generate the adjusted values.

19. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 16, comprising further executable instructions for selectively adjusting a size of the segments according to the HRE value for the first time window.

20. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 16, comprising further executable instructions for selectively adjusting an analog gain control circuit used to sample the digital PPG sample values at least partially according to the computed gain values for the individual segments corresponding to the first time window.
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702
RECEIVE ANALOG PPG LIGHT SIGNAL(S) AND ACCELEROMETER SIGNAL(S)

704
OBTAIN DIGITAL SAMPLES OF PPG SIGNAL OVER FIRST TIME WINDOW

706
BAND PASS FILTER DIGITAL PPG SAMPLES OF FIRST TIME WINDOW TO REMOVE LOW FREQUENCY RESPIRATION COMPONENTS AND HIGH FREQUENCY NOISE AND MOTION ARTIFACTS

708
COMPENSATE FOR MOTION (NLMS NORMALIZED LEAST MEAN SQUARES ADAPTIVE FILTERING MOTION COMPENSATION ALGORITHM)

710
COMPUTE A GAIN VALUE $K_i$ FOR INDIVIDUAL SEGMENTS OF MOTION COMPENSATED DATA WITHIN THE FIRST TIME WINDOW TO EQUALIZE AVERAGE POWER ACROSS SEGMENTS

712
APPLY INDIVIDUAL GAIN VALUES $K_i$ TO BLOCKS BEGINNING AND ENDING WITH ZERO CROSSINGS NEAR ORIGINAL SEGMENT BOUNDARIES

714
OBTAIN FREQUENCY DOMAIN SPECTRUM FOR FIRST TIME WINDOW USING FFT

716
DETERMINE HEART RATE ESTIMATE (HRE) FOR FIRST TIME WINDOW ACCORDING TO DISCERNIBLE PEAK IN FREQUENCY SPECTRUM

718
ADJUST SEGMENT SIZE ACCORDING TO MOST RECENT HRE

720
ADJUST AFE GAIN ACCORDING TO PATIENT MOTION INFERRED FROM COMPUTED GAIN VALUES AND/OR ACCELEROMETER SIGNALS
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